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INTRODUCTION
Perhaps because I am a determined Nova Scotian first educated in and then teaching at a
university founded by Scottish Calvinists, and because my first and inescapably influential
master in philosophy was a Nova Scotian descendent of those same Calvinist Scots, and
because the theologian from whom I learned most when a student was a living exemplar of
the highest form of the species, magnificently occupying a Chair at Knox College Toronto,
my arrival at St Andrews feels like a homecoming. I cannot recollect having heard anything
about Dutch Calvinism from my two Scottish teachers but I am certain that neither of them
would identify themselves with the hermeneutical principles by which James Smith interprets
Augustine, my topic for today. Dr Smith and John Milbank agree that these are rooted in his
identification with “the Dutch Calvinist tradition from Kuyper to Dooyeweerd.” 1 My
Scottish teachers both held contrary views about the nature of philosophy and theology and
about their relations to those of Dr Smith and my philosophical father James Doull thought
about Augustine in the entirely opposite way.2 Smith’s views come out in two recent books.
Two years after his Speech and Theology: Language and the Logic of Incarnation, which was
published in the Routledge Radical Orthodoxy Series in 2002,3 this young Canadian
evangelical, now a member of the Philosophy Department of Calvin College, Michigan,
brought out Introducing Radical Orthodoxy: Mapping a Post-Secular Theology, accompanied by a
foreword by John Milbank. Milbank attests to “Smith’s evangelical-Dooyeweerdian
reception” of Radical Orthodoxy.4 He goes on to affirm the common ground between
Radical Orthodoxy and “the Dutch Calvinist tradition from Kuyper to Dooyeweerd.”5 That
space is philosophy deprived of any natural integrity and subordinated to religion. As Smith
writes in response to me:
I would argue on Augustinian grounds that the different directions of divergent
philosophies stem from fundamental (though different) religious commitments. So,
… the difference between Platonism and Christianity is not one of lack, but is
directional (that is, ultimately religious), and that therefore, at the most fundamental
level, the relation between the two is antithetical. As Pascal, … a kind of radical
Augustinian, asserted: the god of the philosophers is not to be identified with the
God of Jesus Christ. My “deconstruction” of Augustine operates in that vein of
radical antithesis. While this may require rejecting the letter of Augustine’s own
understanding of Platonism, it does not entail a rejection of philosophy as such. And
this, I would argue, is a project that is Augustinian in spirit. For just as Augustine
asserted that there can only be authentic justice where there is true (Trinitarian)
worship, so there can only be authentic wisdom where there is true worship. On this
account, the problem with Platonism is not that it is “philosophy,” nor a mere lack or
insufficiency, but rather that it is oriented in a fundamentally different direction
which…is aimed at different gods, and hence idols.6
Smith’s Augustinianism not only subordinates philosophy to religion, but finds as many
philosophies as “religious commitments.” There is no philosophical truth except that
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deriving from the true worship of the true god. This is not how Augustine in the Confessions,
any more than Aquinas or Descartes treated philosophy and its relation to religion.
I shall speak about Dr Smith’s treatment of Augustine in: “Confessions of an
Existentialist: Reading Augustine After Heidegger.”7 We agreed in 2003 that I would
respond to his essay and that he would reply to my response.8 The passage which I have just
quoted concludes his reply to my essay which I called “Bultmann Redivivus Radicalised:
Augustine and Jesus as Heideggerian Existentialists.” I shall give you its argument modified
in the light of Smith’s reply and what he has written since.
Since my response, at least two considerations from within Radical Orthodoxy of my
treatments of their Augustine have appeared: Smith’s Introducing Radical Orthodoxy and
Michael Hanby’s Augustine and Modernity.9 Their general line can be summed up in two
points. First, Charles Taylor, Stephen Menn, and myself are criticised for seeing any
continuity between the cogito of Augustine and that of Descartes, any community between
Augustine’s Christian theology and modernity’s philosophical foundations. There may be a
plurality of philosophies but no plurality of Augustines is allowed. Permitting that Aquinas
or Descartes produced authentic Augustinianisms would be to allow Christianity to be
compatible with or even productive of a neutral, objective, and universal secular reason—a
very bad thing.10 The total opposition between these is the second point.11 The construction
of a Western theological tradition from the time of its Hellenic foundation to the present
must be demolished and, in the Heideggerian manner, the incompatibility of the Hebrew
theos and the Greek logos, must be made the principle of a series of discontinuities. There can
be no real communication across religious differences nor any common reason between
them. On this account Smith prefers Augustine to Aquinas as he understands the first and as
I represent the second. He writes:
The Reformational tradition, in rejecting the notion of a neutral, secular reason,
subscribes to the epistemological account offered by RO. But precisely for this
reason, the Reformed tradition has been consistently critical of Aquinas’s model [in
which there are two theologies natural and gracious generically different] and has
opted for the Augustinian paradigm. As Hankey…suggest[s], RO’s reading of
Aquinas tends to be a re-creation of Aquinas in Augustine’s image. But Hankey…
[is] wrong in thinking that Aquinas’s assertion of an autonomous philosophy is a
virtue of his thought.12
Seeing Smith’s project in this light makes clear why he begins his essay with the words: “Our
task is to read Augustine after Heidegger.”
I. SUPPOSITIONS OF BULTMANN’S HEIDEGGERIAN READING
In his “Remythologizing Heidegger: A Response to Hankey” Smith specifies that this
“opening is not intended as some kind of hermeneutical categorical imperative, but rather
[as] a qualified task, taken up with particular interests in a particular context.” Nonetheless,
we must ask what such a demand brings with it. Few have given a more distorted and
reductive history of Western metaphysics generally and of Platonism specifically than
Heidegger.13 If Augustine is in a significant way a Christian Platonist, then the Heideggerian
opposition between the Hebrew theos and the Platonic logos will not illuminate the structure
of his thought. Indeed, this seems to be the reason for Smith’s hermeneutical choice; his aim
is “radical antithesis” between Augustine’s Christianity and his Platonism.
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The “Confessions Of An Existentialist” reveals that Smith is moved by a spirit
congenital with the one possessing many Christians in the last two hundred years who
rejected their doctrinal tradition, namely, the quest for the historical Jesus.14 German
philosophy and the historical scholarship serving its theological projection enabled them to
meet the authentic Jesus by way of the critical study of the New Testament. Now Smith
arrives at the same end by way of a de-Platonised Augustine. In his case, as also for Rudolf
Bultmann before him, Heidegger delivers up true Christianity as an existentialism which
must be separated out and rescued from the Hellenic metaphysics, conveyed through
Platonism, which hid it for millennia and threatens to obscure it still. Laurence Hemming,
who also works—but more critically—on the periphery of Radical Orthodoxy’s postmodern
collapse of philosophy into Christian theology, gives the essentials of a radicalised return to
Bultmann in his Heidegger’s Atheism.
For Hemming the doctrinal Christianity developed by the Church in the Patristic
period by the unification of revelation and metaphysics is dead. The nineteenth-century
deconstruction of the doctrinal theology of the tradition is assumed; existential selfinvolvement takes its place. Heidegger, Hemming writes, refused to theologize, “refused to
objectify his faith into objects of knowledge.”15 After Heidegger, for Hemming, as with
Smith, self-involvement, not doctrine, is the essential. Being is only an usher to myself:
being’s refusal to be thematized has been what beckons theologians to re-engage
with Heidegger. Being, therefore, has no meaning: rather Heidegger thought all over
again how meaning might be. … Final resolution, on the other hand, is what
theology as metaphysics has always attempted. There is no final framework for faith
except itself: no set of principles, neither canons nor dogmas nor doctrines which
will resolve every demand. Rather, I, as the demand that is ushered in by being, must
learn theologically to reflect on faith, perhaps assisted through canons and dogma
and the carefully sedimented memory of my forefathers that goes under the
protective title of tradition, but nevertheless resolutely, I must, in believing, face the
question of myself that being opens up.16
Hemming knows that the dogmas of the metaphysical Christianity of the Church are most
unlikely to “assist” the kind of encounter with myself which Being emptied of meaning
“opens up.” Such an opening requires a stripping away. Heidegger helps complete in the
twentieth century what the war of nineteenth-century Biblical scholarship against
metaphysical Christianity began: the stripping away of doctrine so that the New Testament
will deliver Jesus as the self I wish to find. Smith is using Heidegger to the same end by way
of Augustine.
Hemming describes how “Rudolf Bultmann’s engagement with Martin Heidegger in
Marburg in the years 1923-29… allowed him to raise hermeneutical theology to an entirely
new level.”17 Heidegger enables the “setting apart of theology and philosophy” permitting us
to hear again the New Testament kerygma. For Smith, by the espolio of Augustine’s Platonism,
Heidegger reveals a existentialist who is thereby also shown to be a true follower of Jesus.
II. A HEIDEGGERIAN AUGUSTINE
Dr Smith concludes that, having taken Heidegger’s “Daseinanalytik as the hermeneutical
situation for our reading of Augustine,” he has actually found in Augustine’s Confessions “the
confessions of an existentialist.” This required “a certain ‘deconstruction’ of Augustine …
reading the existential (and Christian) lines of his thought against its Neoplatonic
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elements.”18 Smith notes Heidegger’s judgments that “one cannot simply strip away the
Platonism in Augustine; and [that] it is a misunderstanding to believe…authentic
Christianity…can be reached through Augustine.”19 The reason Heidegger provided matches
Smith’s demand for an antithesis between Christianity and Platonism. Heidegger remarked:
“Overall, the explication of the experience of God in Augustine is specifically ‘Greek’ (in the
sense that our philosophy is always already ‘Greek’).”
Hellenism is indeed inescapable for Christians. To begin, the specific Christian Scripture
is Greek, indeed, the version of the Jewish Scripture mostly used by the Patristic Church was
Greek, and as Jaroslav Pelikan puts it:
It remains one of the most momentous linguistic convergences in the entire history
of the human mind and spirit that the New Testament happens to have been written
in… the Greek of Socrates and Plato… As a result of this convergence, every
attempt to translate the New Testament…has on encountering any term, been
obliged to consider all its previous career in the history of the Greek language; and
that was a problem of natural theology no less than a problem of philology. 20
Nonetheless, using Heidegger to reach beyond what the Mystic of the Black Forest regarded
as possible, Smith’s method is to “follow Heidegger’s Destruktion of Augustine’s
Neoplatonism which attempts to retrieve the elements of ‘primal Christianity’ still
resounding in Augustine under the layers of Greek philosophy.”21 According to Heidegger,
what Augustine “appropriated from Plotinus and the Neoplatonic tradition” is “incongruous
with the originary Christian elements of Augustine’s thought.” It is “thus subject to
Destruktion.” When the “Neoplatonic layer” is “stripped away,” we will “retrieve Augustine’s
analysis of the factical Christian ‘struggle’ and ‘trial’ (tentatio) of being-in-the-world.”22
We may wonder why such a route back to “primal Christianity” should be
undertaken. Surely, it will be even more difficult to find the primitive deposit through
someone who confessed that he could not understand the Scriptures without a Preparatio
Platonicorum than it has proved to find it directly under the Greek text of the New Testament.
Despite asserting (without providing evidence) that “for Augustine, the question of who I am
is answered in the person of Christ,”23 Smith reverses Augustine’s ordo inveniendi. He presents
Augustine as an existentialist and discovers the existential Jesus through him, rather than
understanding the saint through his own model.
When he responded to me Smith distinguished his quest from that of Bultmann who
is possessed by the evil secular spirit:
As I tried to show in The Fall of Interpretation, 24 Bultmann was working with a
thoroughly modernist epistemology… in order to carry out what was an essentially
apologetic project: seeking to disclose the core truth of the New Testament in terms
that were accessible more universally (apart from faith), Bultmann took Heidegger’s
philosophy to be a neutral but true account of human existence. Insofar as the New
Testament understanding of human existence matched the analytic of Dasein,
Bultmann took this as rational confirmation of the (demythologized, existential)
truth of the New Testament. But as recent research has made clear, the reason that
Heidegger’s Daseinanalytik converged so well with the New Testament was because it
was itself a formalization of Augustine and the New Testament: a filtering or screening
of the robust, contentful vision of the Gospel to produce a thinner, formal account
of human existence—a kind of secularization of the New Testament. 25
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Smith asks us to believe that Heidegger’s questioning of being exposes the authentic
existential Augustine—and through him the authentic existential Jesus—because, in
opposition to all the intervening Augustinianisms which he rejects, Heidegger thinks from
within a secularized version of Augustine and the New Testament. It is unclear to me that
Heidegger’s stance is secular and why Smith embraces Heidegger’s secular existentialism and
rejects Bultmann’s. Leaving those questions aside, my problem with these enterprises is that
I see no basis for confidence either in Bultmann’s or Smith’s methods for producing a
distant past which looks like the present. It makes no difference if the means is a present
result of that past allowing us to leap over and reject the intervening moments. To have faith
in their methods we must believe that the philosophies which have determined the
theological enterprises of our centuries are closer to the mentality of Patristic Christianity
than was the philosophy enabling its formation and propagation.
Crucially, we must also accept that philosophy in Antiquity had the same relation to
experience as that posited by the most anti-metaphysical philosophies of our own time. A
successful retrieval will require that Ancient philosophies are mere conceptual structures
which neither give nor imply an experience of being. Without this externality of
philosophical form and experiential content, we will not be able to reach what underlies.
Despite the well-established scholarly judgment that religion and philosophy are bound
together in the Patristic period26 and what the texts themselves teach, the anti-metaphysical
and anti-doctrinal theological project requires that these philosophies can be put on or taken
off by an independently established religious experience in a way comparable to our
changing coats.
To discover his existentialist and therefore Christian Augustine beyond the limits he
assigns to Heidegger’s own analytic, Dr Smith first ascribes to Heidegger a naïve opposition
between philosophical “categories” and “Christian experience”: “the problem from
Heidegger's standpoint is the fact that Neoplatonic categories are inadequate and
inappropriate for the explication of the Christian experience of God.”27 Then, having
himself generalized the opposition to one between Augustine’s Christian experience and “all
conceptual frameworks” which only involve a “battle of words”—and improbably ascribing
this opposition to Augustine—, Smith asserts: “Augustine was simply employing the
conceptual categories which were available to him at the time, explicating an experience
which resisted and pushed the boundaries of those categories.” In the accompanying note
what is ascribed to Augustine’s relation to Platonism is transferred to “the old and analogous
question of Aquinas as an ‘Aristotelian’.”28
Smith’s Heideggerian espolio of Augustine’s Neoplatonism, leaving us with the naked
purity of his existentialist Christian experience, thus depends on two oppositions. The first is
between Platonism as a conceptual framework, “simply” employed as an external means for
explicating something else, “Christian experience,” possessed independently of the Platonic
categories. The second is between philosophical concepts and religious experience. Happily,
if we wish to preserve the real conditions for understanding Augustine’s Christianity as the
Confessions represents them, Smith is not consistent in maintaining these oppositions. He
writes of “an ultimate incommensurability between Greek philosophy (which is always
already religion) and Christian faith.” This implies that philosophy is not a conceptual
framework which may be employed in opposition to religious experience, but rather it
contains religious experience. Again, Smith writes that “In Book VII we see the beginning of
Augustine’s conversion (or another conversion for those who are counting; cf. Bk III) and the
experiences which precipitate his return.” In a note he explains:
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Unlike, for instance, St. Paul, Augustine’s conversion is not constituted by a single,
cataclysmic event, but rather involves a process: a conversion to the search for
Wisdom through reading Cicero's Hortensius (Bk III); a conversion to Neoplatonism
through the ‘platonic books’ (Bk VII), and finally the “climax,” according to his
account, in the garden in Milan, through the reading of Paul…which effect his
conversion to Christian faith.29
Here, Smith gives us many “conversions”: to philosophy, to Platonism, to Christian
faith, and, crucially, all the conversions may include experience. Augustine himself represents
them all as really involving experience, and indeed in such a way that the Christian
experiences and doctrines depend upon the philosophical experiences and concepts. My
response examines what Augustine wrote in the Confessions about the philosophical
conversions in order to show that the kind of oppositions Smith makes between Platonism
and Christianity, and between philosophy as conceptual framework and Christian
experience, are not Augustine’s. The “books of the Platonists” taught a way to ascend from
proud assertion of independence to union with ever higher levels of divinity. What
Augustine imbibes from them does in fact educate him in a way of ascending to God. They
are not a mere “occasion” for his Christian conversion. Instead, the doctrine, the conceptual
content, and the spiritual method which he learned are both the sine qua non condition of his
Christian conversion and also give his Christianity essentials of its spiritual method and of its
experienced and conceived content.30
III. WHAT AUGUSTINE REQUIRES FROM PHILOSOPHY
Augustine’s conversion to philosophy as he represents it in Confessions III unites reading
with real transformation of the mind and experience, on the one hand, and religion with
philosophy, on the other. Augustine says that he did not read the Hortensius to refine his style
or expression but for its content and that Cicero’s “exhortation to philosophy” “changed my
feelings.” It changed his experience, religious practice, values, and desires in respect to God
himself: “It altered my prayers, and created in me different purposes and desires.” Inflamed
by philosophy, he repented his vain hopes; now instead “I lusted for immortal wisdom with
ardour of the heart.” This philosophical moment begins his Platonic and Christian
conversion, which he represents in Neoplatonic language as the return to the divine source:
“I began to rise up so that I might return to you.”31
Augustine describes his new love, philosophy, the love of wisdom, the wisdom which
itself is God, in the language of passionate feeling: “How I burned, my God, how I
burned.”32 Hardly language anyone would use about adopting a contentless categorical
framework which one will “employ,” this representation of himself as an erotically inflamed
lover of philosophy is not one which Augustine will repent later. When in Book VIII he is
about to describe the Tolle lege conversion, he recollects the conversion to philosophy which
enabled and will be completed by the decisive new movement of his will in the Milan
garden. He writes that he had been “excited” to the study of wisdom by reading the
Hortensius.33 What lies between the conversion of Book III and that of Book VIII is a long
philosophical journey culminating in the Platonism described at the center of the Confessions.
This journey unified a division created by the conversion to philosophy. This division stems
from a failed attempt to read another text, an essential locus of Christian experience, the
Scriptures.
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Augustine tells us that, although delighted by Cicero’s exhortation “so that his words
excited me, set me on fire, and enflamed me,” one thing held him back from total
enthusiasm: he did not find the name of Christ among them. Having taken in that name with
his mother’s milk, no book lacking it could “totally captivate” him.34 In consequence he
turned to the “holy Scriptures.” These, however, proved unsatisfactory to his newly
sophisticated mind because he lacked a hermeneutic rightly interpreting what Platonism will
later enable him to regard as metaphors. Augustine did not possess that by which “the sharp
point of my mind could penetrate…[the] interiority” of the Scriptures.35
Augustine always thinks within the mutual connection of the subjects and objects of
knowledge which Plato’s analogy of the line images and which the Neoplatonists elaborate.
In consequence, reaching the spiritual interior of Scripture where God is known as
incorporeal substance depends for him on discovering his own interiority. This discovery is
not only (1) the finding of a spiritual method, it is also (2) the discovery of a positive
philosophical conception, one which will enable him to understand (i) his own nature and (ii)
the nature of God, (iii) the nature and cause of evil, (iv) human freedom, and (v) his
responsibility for his sins. In Book VII he tells us that he owed the method and the concept
to what he found in the “books of the Platonists.”
By their means we conceived incorporeal substance and attained knowledge of “what
truly is.”36 Neoplatonism provides a philosophical method and positive doctrine unlocking
the knowledge both of true being and of his own being, and enabling him to have an
orthodox Christian experience when he reads Scripture—precisely because in Plotinian
Neoplatonism interior experience and conceptual content are united in a profound,
exemplary, and original way.37 Without this Neoplatonism Augustine confessed: “I did not
know that God is spirit, not a body whose members have length and breadth.”38 Until its
method and doctrines can break down his externality, he dwells outside himself and sees
only with the eye of the flesh.39 In that subjective externality, he supposes that the words of
Genesis depicting the human as made in the image of God require God to be “confined in a
bodily form and to have hair and nails.”40 As long as he has a corporeal conception of God
and of himself and lacks the method of interior introspection, Augustine’s limited
philosophy holds him to the heretical Christianity of Manicheism. Its dualist and corporeal
amalgam of philosophy and religion possesses Augustine until he arrives at the Skepticism
which is the antechamber to Platonism for himself, for Plotinus, and for their followers like
Descartes. 41 The philosophical steps carrying Augustine out of Manicheism to the brink of
orthodox Christian experience occur in Book V.
The beginning of Augustine’s escape from Manicheism is the philosophical study of
nature. He describes a movement like that in Plato’s Timaeus which having begun with fables
about the gods and the universe arrives at “probabilities as likely as any others.” The
Platonic Physics urges that we mortals must accept in respect to the knowledge of nature no
more than “a probable myth”42: opinion reigns in respect to the realm of genesis.
Nonetheless, it is crucial that Augustine finds the stories told about nature within the
philosophical disciplines to be more probable than the fables of the Manichees. Augustine
tells us that he “read many works of the philosophers” and having compared them to the
“long fables of the Manichees,” he judged what the philosophers said “seemed more
probable to me.”43 By “their own minds and ingenuity” given them by God, the natural
philosophers “have found out much.” Augustine follows Paul in Romans I when
juxtaposing their ingenious ascent to knowledge with their retreat from God “through
impious pride” in an irreligious quest.44 The spirit with which the scientific quest is
undertaken and its successes received is the religious matter here. The “mundane things
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themselves” have nothing to do with religion, indeed it was sacrilegious for the Manichees to
mix them up.45 Augustine has found a kind of philosophy which is authoritative in its own
sphere but must be confused neither with the content, nor the dignity, nor the certainty of
what religion knows. Nonetheless, this mundane philosophy has religious consequences
insofar as it leads him to Skeptical suspense.
Skepticism, as Augustine represents it, requires not “making a judgment but rather
doubting everything and fluctuating between all.” In his soft Skepticism, which remains a
position within the Platonic school, arriving at the required suspension of judgment
demands that something positive be set against his negative opinion about the Manichee
account of nature.46 This positive experience is his encounter with the Platonic interpretation
of Scripture by Ambrose of Milan. The attractions of the Bishop were many, and it took
some time before Augustine began to pay attention to the content of what he was teaching.
Then, however, he confesses: “I heard first one, then another, then many difficult passages
of the Old Testament interpreted figuratively. … After many passages of these books had
been interpreted spiritually, I now found fault with that despair of mine caused by the belief
that there was nothing at all to counter the hostile mockery of the Law and the Prophets.”47
In sceptical suspense between these negative and positive experiences, Augustine could not
continue anything as definite and partisan as his identification with the Manichees.
Consistently with his scepticism, he also refused to take positive steps; he will not even
identify himself with the Skeptics as a school. He will not entrust himself to these
philosophers whom he preferred to the Manichees because, like Cicero, these philosophers
were “without the saving name of Christ.” Nor, at the same time will Augustine move from
his state as a Christian catechumen to baptism. What would a genuine positive movement
take? Augustine tells us: “conceiving spiritual substance.”48 Book VII reveals how he
conceived incorporeal and true being by way of reading the Platonic books.
IV. THE PLATONISM WHICH ENABLES AND FORMS AUGUSTINE’S CHRISTIANITY
Augustine’s conversion to Neoplatonism coincides with another maturation: he ceases to
be an adolescent and reaches young manhood. The continuing imbecility of his mind
“dwelling outside in my corporeal eye,”49 becomes an embarrassment. The greater his age so
much the greater his shame that he is not able to think any substance which he cannot see
with his eyes.50 At the start of Book VII after reminding us that his incapacity to think
incorporeal substance is the fundamental problem upon which all the others depend, he
elaborates the problems and the problematic. By this deepening of the drama, Augustine
leads us to the critical moment when he read “certain books of the Platonists.” Having
reached that point, he confesses that he “read there not the same words but entirely the
same content” of the greatest part of the Prologue of the Gospel of John, and indeed that he
read “the same” together with the addition of “many and various reasons by which to be
persuaded” of the common doctrine.51
What problems will this reading solve? After having set the problematic of Book VII in
terms of how he should conceive God,52 Augustine links his inability to conceive the divine
to his lack of self-knowledge and puts the problem in terms of the familiar Platonic
conformity of subject and object: “I was so gross of mind and I was so completely unable to
see clearly into my own self that I thought that whatever was not extended in space … was
nothing at all.”53 Next Augustine brings us back to the question of evil which up until now,
following the Manichees, he had also dealt with in terms of bodies. Having left them, he
now has “no clear grasp of the cause of evil.”54 He “has heard its cause is in the free choice
of the will,” but he has not acquired the metaphysics allowing such an explanation to work.
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For this explanation to succeed he will need to think that the soul is superior to the body
and to corporeal things generally. In the superiority of the soul as incorporeal lies her
freedom in respect to bodies, both his own body and those of the external world. 55 Before
he can get the cause of evil into the will he must get it out of bodies and, in order to make
bodies objects of the will, he must find the goodness of their cause and of them. Although
Augustine continues to find elements of the solution as he moves step by step toward
Platonism, he cannot put the parts together rightly for the ever-persistent reason, the
philosophically discerned correspondence of knower and known: “I sought the origin of
evil, but I sought in an evil way, and I did not see the evil in my own search.”56 Without the
knowledge of himself as incorporeal he cannot rightly understand God or evil. In
consequence, until his reading of the Platonists: “I sought the source of evil and I found no
way out of the problem.”57
The exit is through the Platonic books and their doctrines idem omnino with the Gospel.58
Because of the persuasive reasonings with which philosophy accompanies its teachings,
Augustine is led by them to the concepts, to the experience, as well as to the method for
attaining both, which will enable him to become an orthodox Christian. Therefore the
absolutely critical transforming event constituted by reading those books and attaining sight
must be, in the eyes of Augustine, a work of God’s good providence. Before confessing the
gracious event, he represents it as such: “By inward goads you continually stirred me, so that
I would be restless until you would become certain to me by way of interior sight.”59 This
representation of what the Platonic books gave and how he was brought to them from
sceptical restlessness immediately precedes his account of their conformity with the
Prologue to John.
Both the Prologue of John and the books which teach the same doctrines give a positive
conceptual knowledge of God. How else are we to represent one of these truths?: “before all
times and above all times your only begotten Son immutably abides coeternal with you.”60
This proposition is easily identified as a statement about the Plotinian NOUS; an
identification confirmed by how it goes on: “because souls receive of its fullness they are
happy, and because by participation in wisdom abiding in them they are renewed to be
wise.”61 Augustine is confessing what amounts to a sketch of NOUS, of its relation to the
One, and of the role it plays as source and illuminating power of the rational soul. His sketch
is simultaneously a conceptual map of the spiritual cosmos and Gospel truth. How is it known?
What he discovered in the Platonic books “admonished me to return into myself, and I
did enter into my inward self.”62 Thus Augustine begins one of the many accounts of
mystical ascent in the Confessions.63 They are all importantly modified reworkings of
Plotinus.64 In general, the modifications belong in the direction Plotinus is given when
transmitted by Porphyry and Victorinus, i.e. there is a trinitarian reduction of the One
toward NOUS and Being. Vis-à-vis his Plotinian source, Augustine intellectualises 1) the
ascent, 2) the experience of the Principle, and 3) the self which experiences God.65 Rather
than seeking union with the radically other, i.e. the One Non-being, Augustine is in search of
self-subsistent Intellect and Being. He finds a trinity of aeternal being, truth, and love (O
aeterna ueritas et uera caritas et cara aeternitas.) Concluding the first inward and upward ascent is a
vision of Being: “When I first came to know you, you raised me up to make me see that
what I saw is Being (esse), and that I who saw it am not yet Being.”66 He goes on to name
God through Exodus 3.14: “Now I am who I am.”67 This intuition, conceiving, and naming
of God in terms of idipsum esse accords with how Augustine treats God elsewhere.68 He has
attained the very knowledge of himself and of the divine he had confessed himself to be in
need: “I entered and with the eye of my soul, such as it was, I saw above the same eye of my
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soul the immutable light higher than my mind.”69 This is a mental experience of intelligible
non-corporeal realities. As a result Augustine solves the intellectual problems for which he
needed answers; the subsequent chapters of Book VII manifest the consequent solutions.
Augustine moves Neoplatonic theology decisively toward its kataphatic pole.70 In accord
with this move to the affirmative way, union is represented as what human effort can attain
and, precisely because it is only what the human can attain, it is also what human effort must
lose. Because the transcendence sought by Augustine is reduced as compared with what
pagan Neoplatonists sought, Augustine speaks of union, although only instantaneous, as our
own work in a way the pagan Neoplatonists themselves cannot allow.71 In a way
characteristic of Christian polemic in this period, Augustine projects human pride onto the
mystical ascent, and then denounces what he represents. His initial words about the source
of the decisive philosophical books are typical of follows: for Augustine the grace he
receives by way of the Platonists comes from “a man swollen up with the most enormous
gigantic god-defying pride.”72 With such rhetorical overload, no one can miss the polemical
point.
Augustine’s intellectualization of the soul which seeks, of the means she employs, and of
the goal she attains, and his drawing of the ascent more within human power does not
eliminate such essential elements of Plotinian mysticism as transcendence,73 love,74 step-bystep movement through hierarchically graded forms of apprehension,75 union in an instant
which carries us out of time,76 touch,77 self-transcendence and self-forgetfulness.78 The same
texts in which Augustine describes what is common also present what contrasts. Augustine
writes “In the flash of a trembling glance it [our power of knowing and judging] arrived at
that which is.”79 In that flash, receiving what Romans 1.20 concedes to philosophy, he saw
the invisible things of God, but confesses that “I did not possess the strength in the pinnacle
of my mind to hold on, and in my weakness I returned to the banal.”80 Things turn out the
same way in the vision at Ostia. Mother and son sigh, they touch the pinnacle slightly by a
moment of total concentration of the heart and then fall back to time and the realm of
human noise.81
The Plotinian descriptions of how the human soul experiences the One differ
significantly from Augustine’s mystical ascents. In Ennead 5.3, we find Plotinus’ last
description of illumination by the One.82 He tells us that the one who knows himself is
double. One of our selves is reasoning, having knowledge according to soul: “Another one is
up above this man. He knows himself according to Intellect because he has become that
intellect; and by that Intellect he thinks himself again, not any longer as a man.”83 When we
mount beyond Intellect to the One, the language is denuded of any rational self-elevation.84
Then Plotinus speaks of faith: there is a “sudden reception of a light” which compels the
soul “to believe” that “she is from Him, she is Him.” There is a breaking in; the illumination
“comes.” 85 With this arrival of the “true end of the soul,” she “contemplates the light by
which she sees,” but the soul is no longer operating by a power over which she has control.86
Pierre Hadot’s analyses of Plotinian mysticism clarify this loss of a self-possessed power:
“into the soul’s consciousness irrupts an activity of which it was unconscious.”87 Plotinus’
mystical experience is an overthrowing of our being because it is of a completely different
order from the preparations by which we dispose ourselves for it. Our preparations cannot
suffice to bring about the union. The experience is a gift not given to all.88 The irruption in
the consciousness “effects a kind of explosion of the consciousness … one has the
impression of participating in another.”89 As Jean-Marc Narbonne puts it: “Philosophy in
Neoplatonism leads to her own proper self-suppression and must bow before a higher form
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of experience for which she prepares but for whose strangeness nothing can prepare her,
because the One does not come in the way for which we await it.”90
Ennead 5.3 is dependent on Plato’s Alcibiades, which the Neoplatonists made the first
book read by their students; it is very clear about our need for God’s aid in any successful
ascent.91 Plato first demonstrates the necessity of self-knowledge and then shows that
knowledge of ourselves is attained only in and through the knowledge of God.92 At the
conclusion of the dialogue, Alcibiades suggested that it would be by the will of Socrates,
assisting him to self-knowledge, that he would achieve virtue. Socrates insists that this is not
well said. Rather Socrates is adamant that virtue requires “that God will it.”93 Self-knowledge
goes with “temperance.” Thus, in fact, Plato in the Alcibiades agrees with Augustine that, as
Dr Smith opines, “Continence is a gift.”94 In judging what Christians owe to Hellenism,
philosophy, and Platonism, it is appropriate to conclude by reminding ourselves of that upon
which pagan and Christian Platonists would insist: Augustine’s Platonic self-knowledge and its
co-relative knowledge of God come to him only by God’s gracious leading.
We may conclude our dialogue with Dr Smith with the hope that we shall follow
Augustine’s practice in our own reading of his texts. Augustine was conscious of the religious
divide between himself and the authors of the books by which he learned to know and to love
God. Their doctrines were like the riches God commanded his people to steal from their
Egyptian masters.95 Despite their origin, by God’s leading he entered deeply into them as
spiritual guides. Philosophy was not for him religiously sectarian, and he used no
hermeneutical sophistication to keep it distant. If our hermeneutical sophistication prevents
our acquiring as he did the disciplines of contemplation, we will always remain outside
Augustine’s texts, mind, and ultimate love.
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